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Allied Victory

Over the course of many years, the nations
supporting the soldiers at the front lost their will to
continue the war. Russia was the first to leave, but
the rest of the Allies remained. The Central Powers
left the fighting one by one, leaving only Germany to
fight the Allies.
Bulgaria left the war, followed by the Ottoman
Empire. The Turks were forced to accept terms that
whittled their empire to approximately
the borders of modern Turkey. The
British
took
possession
of
Mesopotamia. Mustafa Kemal became
the leader of Turkey. Kemal urged his
people to modernize in order to
strengthen his nation and keep any foreign powers
from attacking in the future. In 1934, the Turkish
assembly gave Mustafa Kemal the name Ataturk, or
“Father of the Turks.”
The various ethnic groups within AustriaHungary forced the empire to crumble. Many

minorities deserted the Austro-Hungarian army and
joined the Allied forces. By 1918, independence
movements formed in Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Yugoslavia, and Romania. Hungary left the empire
at the end of the summer, followed by Austria.
When the imperial government surrendered to the
Allies, the empire no longer existed.
Germany was left alone to fight the Allies, but
the weary German people had lost their
strength. Strikes and civil disorder
were common by 1918. Germany no
longer had the industrial capability or
the money to continue fighting. After
months of negotiations, Germany and t
he Allied Forces agreed to end the fighting. On the
eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh
month of 1918, the fighting ended and the Western
Front was quiet for the first time in more than four
years.

Fill in the Blanks
The Great W____ lasted far longer than anyone expected; by 1918, many of the nations had lost the
w______ to fight. R________ was first to leave, followed by B______________ and the
O_____________ Empire. The many e__________ groups within A____________H____________ caused that e__________ to dissolve into several *i__d__p__n__e__t nations.
Germany continued to fight the A__________ Forces alone, but by the fall of 1918, they no longer had the
i__________________ capability or the m________ to continue fighting. Germany and the
A__________ Forces agreed to an armistice that ended the G________ W____ on
*N______________ 11, 1918.

Answer in Complete Sentences

*1. What did Mustafa Kemal believe would happen to his nation if he did not begin a modernization
program?

2. Why did Austria-Hungary and Germany leave the Great War?

*This is a higher order learning question. You must answer the question to the best of your ability, but any
reasonable answer will be graded as correct.
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